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Summary :


Unlock the secrets of removing blank pages in PDF. Discover simple and effective methods, from offline to online, from paid to totally free.
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When editing a PDF document, blank pages are sometimes added by mistake, resulting in a file that is too large or a poor visual presentation. At this time, deleting pages in the PDF is very important to maintain document integrity. Removing blank pages in PDFs provides a more compact, visually pleasing experience.

This guide explores effective ways to remove blank pages in PDF, from offline to online, from paid to 100% free, it will help you complete the task efficiently.

How to Remove Blank Pages in PDF Online

If you don’t want to download any software and want to edit PDF online to remove blank pages, PDFgear provides a free method available that supports deleting pages in PDF online. No downloads, no registration required, and completely free too.

PDFgear provides user-friendly online solutions for well-connected users. It provides free toolkits that can help users complete advanced tasks such as PDF text deletion, page deletion, and page organization.

Delete blank pages with just one click. Especially useful for quick operation and no need to download software.

Step 1. Go to PDFgear Online Page Remover > Click “Select PDF Files” to choose a PDF to open.
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Step 2. Select the blank pages you want to delete one by one in the page thumbnails. You can also use the “Shift” key to set ranges.
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Step 3. Click the “Remove Page” button on the right.
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Step 4. After the page removal is complete, click the “Download” button to save the PDF file to your device.
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Note: PDFgear online page remover only supports uploading documents within 50MB, and the operation process will not be saved due to network crashes or leaving the page for too long. Therefore, it is recommended to use the unlimited PDFgear offline to remove a page from the PDF.

Delete Blank Pages in PDF Free

Unlike numerous PDF editors that assert to be free but conceal many paid features, PDFgear distinguishes itself by offering a range of robust, PDF-related editing functions entirely free of charge.

Unlike its online counterpart, PDFgear imposes no limitations on file size or quantity. Additionally, you need not be concerned about a steep learning curve.

PDFgear can edit many types of PDF files including secure PDFs. It provides two efficient and easy ways to delete blank pages.

Method 1. Batch Delete Blank Pages

Step 1. Download PDFgear from PDFgear’s official website to your device. Alternatively, click the button below to install PDFgear on your device.



PDFgear – Free Remove Blank Pages in PDF

PDFgear is a top-tier PDF editor for Windows, Mac, and iOS. It seamlessly removes Blank pages with just a few clicks, supporting batch processing without limits. Plus, it’s subscription-free, watermark-free, and requires no registration.



Free Download



Step 2. Open PDFgear, click “Open File” and select the PDF you want to edit.
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Step 3. Click the “Page” Tab in the upper toolbar > Check all blank pages that need to be deleted > Click “Delete Pages”.
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Step 4. Click “OK” in the “Delete Pages” pop-up window.
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Step 5. Click the “Save” icon in the upper left corner to save the PDF.
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Method 2. With Thumbnail Button

Step 1. Open the PDF file in PDFgear.

Step 2. Under the “Home” tab, click the “Thumbnail” icon in the left toolbar to view all pages.
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Step 3. Slide the mouse down and select the blank page that needs to be deleted > Click the “Delete” icon > Click “OK” in the pop-up window that appears.
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Step 4. Save PDF.

Remove Blank Page in PDF Automatically

Compared with Adobe Acrobat, Foxit PDF Editor’s automatic deletion function makes it favored by more users. Foxit is a multilingual and free PDF editing and viewing tool. Its ability to automatically identify blank pages makes editing more efficient.

It is also compatible with all devices and can quickly remove pages on Mac, Windows, and other devices, simplifying the operation process.

Step 1. Open Foxit, and click the “Open File” to open the PDF that needs to delete the pages.
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Step 2. Foxit provides two ways to delete pages: manual deletion and automatic deletion.

Manual deletion: Select the blank page you want to delete in the “Pages” menu bar on the left > Right-click the mouse > Click “Delete Page” > Click OK in the pop-up window that appears.
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Automatical deletion: Click the “Organization” tab in the global toolbar above > Click “Delete” > Select “Blank Page” in the “Delete” drop-down bar in the “Delete Page” pop-up window that appears > Then click “OK”
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Step 3. Finally, click the save icon in the upper left corner to save the PDF document.
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Note

Although Foxit is relatively the best solution, follow simple steps to automatically delete blank pages. However, Foxit PDF Editor requires payment, and the tool is mainly targeted at companies rather than individuals.

Therefore, from an economic perspective, PDFgear, a PDF editor that is completely free and fully functional, and can perfectly solve everything from PDF editing to PDF organization and arrangement, would be more suitable.



Delete Blank Pages in a PDF with Adobe

In the realm of eliminating blank pages from PDFs, Adobe Acrobat Pro offers a reliable solution. You can manually choose blank pages for deletion (holding down the “Ctrl” key enables you to make multiple selections). If the blank pages are consecutive, you have the option to remove them all at once by specifying the start and end page numbers.

It is known for its intuitive interface and strong support for manually adding pages/removing blank pages in PDF.

Step 1. Open Adobe Acrobat Pro and click “Menu” > “Open” to open the PDF.
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Step 2. Click the “Page Thumbnails” icon on the left toolbar to view all PDF pages.
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Step 3. Select a blank page in the PDF > Right-click the mouse > Select “Delete Page” > Select “OK” in the pop-up window that appears to delete the current blank page.
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Or after selecting a blank page, just click the “Delete” icon in the upper toolbar.
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Step 4. Manually select the blank pages one by one and delete them to remove all blank pages in the PDF.

Step 5. Click the “Save” icon in the upper left corner to save the PDF.
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FAQs

How to Delete Pages from PDF without Acrobat？

Use PDFgear Page Remover to easily delete blank pages from PDF online. Open the PDF in PDFgear Page Remover > Select the blank page you want to delete > Click “Remove Page” > Download the PDF.

Can I Remove Blank Pages in a PDF with Plug-in?

AutoPageX Plug-in can help you. Open the PDF document in Acrobat > Select “Plug-ins” > AutoPagex Plug-in > Delete Blank Pages… > Set blank page sensitivity > Click “OK” > View the pages that the plug-in has identified as blank > Click “Delete Pages”.

Why Can’t I Delete the Blank Pages in the PDF?

If you are unable to remove pages from a PDF, the PDF you are trying to edit may be restricted and you do not have permission to edit the secured PDF.

How to Insert a Blank Page into a PDF?

Open the PDF in PDFgear Offline > Select “Page” Tab > Click “Insert Pages” > Select “Blank Page” > Select the insertion position > Click “OK”.

Conclusion

Effectively remove blank pages and beautify your PDFs. Compared to Adobe Acrobat and Foxit, whether you use PDFgear for powerful editing offline or the online version for quick operations, both provide free and efficient methods.

Choose the option that best meets your needs and enjoy a more organized, visually appealing PDF.
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